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To: Press <press@mightyearth.org>

Hi-
Many of the world’s worst polluting companies have used the coronavirus pandemic as an opportunity to extract tens of billions of 
dollars in new government subsidies and slash environmental regulations. And they are doing so in ways that will make people 
more vulnerable to coronavirus and increase the likelihood of future pandemics. Mighty Earth has just released a new report, “The 
Coronavirus Climate Profiteers,” calling out the bad actors -- meat and biofuels industries, carmakers, airlines, illegal loggers in 
Indonesia, and the fossil fuel industry -- and identifying some of the institutions that are getting it right.
The full report is available at http://www.miahtyearth.org/coronavirusprofiteers and our press release is below.
Please let me know if you need anything or would like to get in touch with Glenn Hurowitz, Mighty Earth CEO and the author of 
the report.
Best,
Alex

New Report Identifies "Coronavirus Climate Profiteers"

Mighty Earth names top polluters exploiting the pandemic to weaken environmental protections and grab subsidies and 

identifies "climate heroes" doing the right thing in time of crisis

WASHINGTON, DC - Today, global environmental campaign organization Mighty Earth released a new report shaming five 

"coronavirus climate profiteers" - identifying the corporations and industries seeking to take advantage of a global crisis.

"A lot of people are understandably furious about small-time coronavirus grifters, like the guy hoarding Purell in his 

garage," Mighty Earth CEO Glenn Hurowitz writes in the report. "Sure, that's bad, but it's nothing compared to the cynicism 

and public health hazards created by leading coronavirus profiteers and their enablers."

The meat and biofuels industries, carmakers, airlines, illegal loggers in Indonesia, and the fossil fuel industry are all named as 

coronavirus profiteers. Their efforts to avoid environmental protections and attempts to siphon no-strings-attached bailout 

funds from more worthy recipients have already earned them the opprobrium of environmental activists.

"These bad actors are hoping the world won't notice what they're up to," said Hurowitz. "They're counting on the shadow of 

the coronavirus to cloak their misdeeds. We thought a bit of sunlight was in order."

The report also praised some companies and individuals for continuing to prioritize climate action even in a time of great 

challenges. Auto companies Volkswagen and BMW have reiterated their support for 2020 climate standards. The European 

Commission is moving forward with plans that could strengthen the EU's greenhouse gas emissions reduction target, and 

ministers in several European countries are calling for green development as a response to the economic impact of the virus. 

The report also identifies some palm oil traders who have moved quickly to suspend a rogue operator responsible for 

deforestation.

"While these organizations may not always be climate champions - many of them still have policies and practice we strongly 

disagree with - it was important to give credit where credit is do," said Hurowitz.

A paper published by The Royal Society identified habitat loss and wildlife exploitation as causes of animal-to-human virus 

transmission — and as likely culprits of future pandemics.

"The companies and industries identified in this report are driving environmental destruction while taking advantage of a crisis 

that was caused by just this sort of reckless disregard for the natural world," Hurowitz said. "We cannot let them get away with 

it. As we build a new economy for a post-pandemic world, we must prioritize the policies that will also help us confront the 

twin crises of climate change and mass extinction."

The full report is available here.

About Mighty Earth

Mighty Earth is a global environmental campaign organization that works to protect forests, conserve oceans, and address 

climate change. We work in Southeast Asia, Latin America, Africa, and North America to drive large-scale action towards 

environmentally responsible agriculture that protects native ecosystems, wildlife, and water, and respects local community 

rights. Mighty Earth's team has played a decisive role in persuading the world's largest food and agriculture companies to 

dramatically improve their environmental and social policies and practices. More information on Mighty Earth can be found 

at www.mightyearth.org/.
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The work of Mighty Earth is supported by Waxman Strategies. Waxman Strategies' work on forest conservation is funded in part by the European Federation for Transport 

and Environment, the Center for Internationa! Policy, and AidEnvironment. Waxman is required under 22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this material is distributed on behalf of

with the Department of

Justice, Washington, D.C.
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Thu 4/16/2020 9:34 AM

To: Compliance <compliance@waxmanstrategies.com>

From: Sarah Brickman <sarah@mightyearth.org>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 7:34 PM
To: Ake, Jean-Philippe <jake@hersheys.com>; Phil Aikman <phil@mightyearth.org>; Deborah Lapidus <deborah@mightyearth.org>; Etelle 
Higonnet <etelle@mightyearth.org>
Cc: Haragan, Molly G <mgharagan@hersheys.com>; Beckman, Jeff <jbeckman@hersheys.com>
Subject: RE: [External] REPLY REQUESTED: Deforestation linked to major palm oil suppliers

Hi JP,

I hope you had a nice weekend! Thanks for providing these answers to my questions. It is especially good to know that Hershey’s works with 
its suppliers to ensure that any suspension is carried out properly and broadly communicated.

I look forward to receiving your updates as you have them!

Best,

SARAH BRICKMAN I SENIOR ASSOCIATE I miahtvearth.org 
T+1-941-726-5851

sarah@miahtvearth.org 
Follow us: Facebook I Twitter

The work of Mighty Earth is supported by Waxman Strategies. Waxman Strategies' work on forest conservation is funded in part by Aidenvironment. Waxman is required under 22 U.S.C. § 614 to 

disclose that this material is distributed on behalf of the aforementioned organization, working under grant from the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation. Additional information is on 

file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.
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REPLY REQUESTED: Deforestation linked to major palm oil suppliers
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Sarah Brickman <sarah@miqhtvearth.orq> ^

Tue 4/14/2020 6:59 PM

To: mcaneny.j@pg.com <mcaneny.j@pg.com>
Cc: helias.v@pg.com <helias.v@pg.com>; brown.k@pg.com <brown.k@pg.com>

Dear Jack,

I hope that you are doing alright in the midst of the covid-19 outbreak. It’s certainly a strange and scary time for many people around the 

world.

At Mighty Earth, we are keeping up our deforestation monitoring efforts, and I am writing to inform you about large-scale deforestation that 

remains linked to your supply chain.

As you may know, Mighty Earth’s Rapid Response Deforestation Monitoring program identifies on a monthly basis new cases of deforestation 

connected to palm oil, soy, and cattle companies. (Access our webinar about the program here.) We conduct supply chain analysis to identify 

market links with these cases and file grievances with buyers of groups engaged with deforestation to urge them to take action to stop the 

deforestation. Many of the cases that we have detected have been resolved through direct contact with global commodities traders. However, 

we are reaching out to you today because there are two persistent cases of deforestation that a number of palm oil traders are 

failing to adequately address, leaving your company exposed to deforestation in your supply chain. We are alerting you to two egregious 

cases and ask that you, 1. act quickly to remove the first company group from your supply chain, and 2. ensure that your supply chain is free of 

any connection to the second company group.

Part 1. Samling Group

The Samling Group is a Malaysian conglomerate that owns and operates oil palm plantations and timber concessions, in addition to other 

businesses. Since Samling’s deforestation was first highlighted by our Rapid Response deforestation monitoring program in 

December 2018, we have identified at least 779 hectares of deforestation within four of the company’s concessions in 

Sarawak, Malaysia. These four concessions have been included in a total of 11 Rapid Response reports.

2*

Before (left) and after (right) images from early 2019 showing deforestation within Samling’s LPF 

0008/Marudi & Batu Belah concession in Sarawak, Malaysia. The red outline indicates the boundary of 

clearance. Samling cleared 403 hectares of forest within this concession throughout 2019. (Imagery © 

2019 Planet Labs Inc.)

So far, five traders with No Deforestation, No Peat, No Exploitation (NDPE) policies — ADM, Bunge, Cargill, Louis Dreyfus, and Wilmar — 

have suspended Samling from their supply chains. Meanwhile, data from public mill sourcing disclosures indicates that AAK,

BLD, Fuji Oil, IOI, Itochu, KLK, and Sime Darby all continue to purchase palm oil either directly or indirectly from 

Samling. Furthermore, in correspondence with Mighty Earth, the reasoning that Wilmar provided for halting purchases from Samling is “lack 

of supporting documentation from Samling that enable Wilmar to conduct regular monitoring on their group wide palm operation.” We 

therefore don’t know whether Wilmar will resume sourcing from Samling once the company provides sufficient documentation, despite 

Samling’s ongoing deforestation in its timber concessions.

Based on your company’s most recent publicly available mill list, P&G is sourcing palm oil originating from Samling, as 

identified in our Rapid Response reports.

The case with the most recent clearance, summarized in our Rapid Response report 24. involves large-scale deforestation within the group’s 

Marudi & Batu Belah concession in Sarawak. The map below indicates that between 2014 and 2018, there was a total of 4.560 hectares of “tree 

cover loss with >75% tree canopy density” inside this concession. Based on Planet imageiy analysis, there was an additional 403 ha of 

deforestation within the concession in 2019, a portion of which is pictured above.
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Between 2014-18, there was a total of 4,560 hectares of “tree cover loss with >75% tree canopy density” 

(depicted in pink) inside the Marudi & Batu Belah concession in Sarawak, Malaysia.This concession is 

owned by Sanding Group, which continues to sell palm oil to traders with NDPE policies. (Map from 

Hansen/UMD/Google/USGS/NA-SA, accessed through Global Forest Watch)

Many traders have failed to address this egregious case of deforestation, providing the excuse that the deforestation is for the 

establishment of a timber plantation, not for palm oil, and therefore they can ignore it. Yet, all of these companies have adopted group-level No 

Deforestation policies that bind them to ensure that all their suppliers are free from deforestation across their entire supply chains. 

Furthermore, Samling has a notorious legacy of egregious human rights abuses. Therefore, buying from Samling constitutes a serious 

violation of No Deforestation and No Exploitation policies.

Part 2. Mulia Sawit Group

The Mulia Sawit Group’s PT Persada Era Agro Kencana concession continues to be a deforestation hotspot. Most recently, as shown in 

our Rapid Response report 25. the company deforested 912 hectares and prepared to clear another 974 between September 2019 

and February 2020. Since Mulia Sawit’s deforestation was first highlighted by our Rapid Response Deforestation Monitoring program in 

October 2018, we have identified at least 1,872 hectares of deforestation and at least 2,577 hectares of peatland clearance within 

the PT Persada Era Agro Kencana concession. A new analysis by Chain Reaction Research found Mulia Sawit to be the third largest 

deforester within Indonesia, Sarawak, and Papua New Guinea in 2019.

While the majority of palm oil traders have suspended Mulia Sawit from their supply chains, data from public mill sourcing disclosures 

indicates that Itochu, KLK, and Neste all continue to purchase palm oil either directly or indirectly from Mulia Sawit. We

are urging these traders to suspend Mulia Sawit, given its continual, large-scale deforestation.

Based on your company’s most recent publicly available mill list, P&G is not sourcing palm oil originating from Mulia 

Sawit, but we would like you to confirm this information, as written below.

We are requesting that you:

1. Disclose any supply chain connections your company has to either Samling or Mulia Sawit, including identifying the traders and mills 

the palm oil is supplied from.

2. Require all your palm oil suppliers to exclude Samling and Mulia Sawit from their supply chains.

3. Inform us of the status of Samling and Mulia Sawit as a direct or indirect supplier in your company’s supply chain by April 24, 2020. 

Please note that we are planning to publish these findings.

We are happy to speak further about Samling and Mulia Sawit’s ongoing deforestation and the risks it may pose to your company. Thank you 

for your attention to these serious cases.

Sincerely,

SARAH BRICKMAN I SENIOR ASSOCIATE I miahtvearth.org

T+Recewed by NSD/FARA Registration Unit
sarah@ miqhtvearth.org J

04/16/2020 9:42:34 AM

Follow us: Facebook I Twitter
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Tue 4/14/2020 7:14 PM

To: rkaufman@its.jnj.com <rkaufman@its.jnj.com>
Cc: ssharma@its.jnj.com <ssharma@its.jnj.com>; pdahlin@its.jnj.com <pdahlin@its.jnj.com>

Dear Rachel,

I hope that you are doing alright in the midst of the Covid-19 outbreak. It’s certainly a strange and scary time for many people around the world.

At Mighty Earth, we are keeping up our deforestation monitoring efforts, and I am writing to inform you about large-scale deforestation that remains linked to your supply chain.

As you may know, Mighty Earth’s Rapid Response Deforestation Monitoring program identifies on a monthly basis new cases of deforestation connected to palm oil, soy, and cattl 

webinar about the program here. ) We conduct supply chain analysis to identify market links with these cases and file grievances with buyers of groups engaged with deforestation 

stop the deforestation. Many of the cases that we have detected have been resolved through direct contact with global commodities traders. However, we are reaching out to you to 

persistent cases of deforestation that a number of palm oil traders are failing to adequately address, leaving your company exposed to deforestation in your supplj 

two egregious cases and ask that you, 1. act quickly to remove the first company group from your supply chain, and 2. ensure that your supply chain is free of any connection to the

Part l. Sanding Group

The Sanding Group is a Malaysian conglomerate that owns and operates oil palm plantations and timber concessions, in addition to other businesses. Since Samling’s defor« 

highlighted by our Rapid Response deforestation monitoring program in December 2018, we have identified at least 779 hectares of deforestation within 

concessions in Sarawak, Malaysia. These four concessions have been included in a total of 11 Rapid Response reports.

REPLY REQUESTED: Deforestation linked to major palm oil suppliers

Registration Unit
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Before (left) and after (right) images from early 2019 showing deforestation within Samling’s LPF 

0008/Marudi & Batu Belah concession in Sarawak, Malaysia. The red outline indicates the boundary of 

clearance. Sanding cleared 403 hectares of forest within this concession throughout 2019. (Imagery © 

2019 Planet Labs Inc.)

So far, five traders with No Deforestation, No Peat, No Exploitation (NDPE) policies — ADM, Bunge, Cargill, Louis Dreyfus, and Wilmar — have suspended Sanding from their sup 

data from public mill sourcing disclosures indicates that AAK, BLD, Fuji Oil, IOI, Itochu, KLK, and Sime Darby all continue to purchase palm oil either di: 

Sanding. Furthermore, in correspondence with Mighty Earth, the reasoning that Wilmar provided for halting purchases from Sanding is “lack of supporting documentation from 

to conduct regular monitoring on their group wide palm operation.” We therefore don’t know whether Wilmar will resume sourcing from Sanding once the company prorides suffi 

Sanding’s ongoing deforestation in its timber concessions.

Based 011 your company’s most recent publicly available mill list, Johnson & Johnson is sourcing palm oil originating from Sanding, as identified in our R

The case with the most recent clearance, summarized in our Rapid Response report 2d. involves large-scale deforestation within the group’s Marudi & Batu Belah concession in Sa 

indicates that between 2014 and 2018, there was a total of 4.560 hectares of “tree cover loss with >75% tree canopy density” inside this concession. Based on Planet imagery anafy‘ 

403 ha of deforestation within the concession in 2019, a portion of which is pictured above.
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Between 2014-18, there was a total of 4,560 hectares of “tree cover loss with >75% tree canopy density”

(depicted in pink) inside the Marudi & Batu Belah concession in Sarawak, Malaysia.This concession is

Unit 04/16/2020 9:42:34 AM

Many traders have failed to address this egregious case of deforestation, providing the excuse that the deforestation is for the establishment of a timber plantation, not 

they can ignore it. Yet, all of these companies have adopted group-level No Deforestation policies that bind them to ensure that all their suppliers are free from deforestation acros 

Furthermore, Sanding has a notorious legacy of egregious human rights abuses. Therefore, buying from Sanding constitutes a serious violation of No Deforestation f 

policies.

Part 2. Mulia Sawit Group

The Mulia Sawit Group’s PT Persada Era Agio Kencana concession continues to be a deforestation hotspot. Most recently, as shown in our Rapid Response report 2.F,. the comp 

hectares and prepared to clear another 974 between September 2019 and February 2020. Since Mulia Sawit’s deforestation was first highlighted by our Rapid Respc 

program in October 2018, we have identified at least 1,872 hectares of deforestation and at least 2,577 hectares of peatland clearance within the PT Persada Era A 

A new analysis by Chain Reaction Research found Mulia Sawit to be the third largest deforester within Indonesia, Sarawak, and Papua New Guinea in 2019.

While the majority of palm oil traders have suspended Mulia Sawit from their supply chains, data from public mill sourcing disclosures indicates that Itochu, KLK, am 

purchase palm oil either directly or indirectly from Mulia Sawit. We are urging these traders to suspend Mulia Sawit, given its continual, large-scale deforestation.

Based on your company’s most recent publicly available mill list, Johnson & Johnson is not sourcing palm oil originating from Mulia Sawit, but we would 

information, as written below.

We are requesting that you:

1. Disclose any supply chain connections your company has to either Sanding or Mulia Sawit, including identifying the traders and mills the palm oil is supplied from.

2. Require all your palm oil suppliers to exclude Sanding and Mulia Sawit from their supply chains.

3. Inform us of the status of Sanding and Mulia Sawit as a direct or indirect supplier in your company’s supply chain by April 24, 2020.

Please note that we are planning to publish these findings.

We also already published a blog that includes the above information and names Johnson & Johnson as sourcing from Sanding.

We are happy to speak further about Sanding and Midia Sawit’s ongoing deforestation and the risks it may pose to your company. Thank you for your attention to these serious ca: 

Sincerely,

SARAH BRICKMAN I SENIOR ASSOCIATE I miahtvearth.org 
T+1-941-726-5851 
sarah@miahtvearth.org 
Follow us: Facebook I Twitter

The work of Mighty Earth is supported by Waxman Strategies. Waxman Strategies’ work on forest conservation is funded in part by Aidenvironment. Waxman is required under 22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this material is 

distributed on behalf of the aforementioned organization, working under grant from the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation. Additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D. C.
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Tue 4/14/2020 8:46 PM

To: phillip.pratt@danone.com <phillip.pratt@danone.com>
Cc: christopher.hillman@danone.com <christopher.hillman@danone.com>; catherine.queen@danone.com <catherine.queen@danone.com>; sarah.tucker@danone.com <sarah.tucker@danone.com>; 
marie.de-muizon@danone.com <marie.de-muizon@danone.com>

Dear Phil,

I hope that you are doing alright in the midst of the Covid-19 outbreak. It’s certainly a strange and scary time for many people around the world.

At Mighty Earth, we are keeping up our deforestation monitoring efforts, and I am writing to inform you about large-scale deforestation that remains linked to your supply chain.

As you may know, Mighty Earth’s Rapid Response Deforestation Monitoring program identifies on a monthly basis new cases of deforestation connected to palm oil, soy, and cattl 

webinar about the urogram here.) We conduct supply chain analysis to identify market links with these cases and file grievances with buyers of groups engaged with deforestation 

stop the deforestation. Many of the cases that we have detected have been resolved through direct contact with global commodities traders. However, we are reaching out to you to 

persistent cases of deforestation that a number of palm oil traders are failing to adequately address, leaving your company exposed to deforestation in your supplj 

two egregious cases and ask that you act quickly to remove the company groups from your supply chain.

Part l. Sanding Group

The Sanding Group is a Malaysian conglomerate that owns and operates oil palm plantations and timber concessions, in addition to other businesses. Since Samling’s defor« 

highlighted by our Rapid Response deforestation monitoring program in December 2018, we have identified at least 779 hectares of deforestation within 

concessions in Sarawak, Malaysia. These four concessions have been included in a total of 11 Rapid Response reports.

REPLY REQUESTED: Deforestation linked to major palm oil suppliers

Registration Unit 04/16/2020 9:42:34 AM
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Before (left) and after (right) images from early 2019 showing deforestation within Samling’s LPF 

0008/Marudi & Batu Belah concession in Sarawak, Malaysia. The red outline indicates the boundary of 

clearance. Samling cleared 403 hectares of forest within this concession throughout 2019. (Imagery © 

2019 Planet Labs Inc.)

So far, five traders with No Deforestation, No Peat, No Exploitation (NDPE) policies — ADM, Bunge, Cargill, Louis Dreyfus, and Wilmar — have suspended Samling from their suf 

data from public mill sourcing disclosures indicates that AAK, BLD, Fuji Oil, IOI, Itochu, KLK, and Sime Darby all continue to purchase palm oil either di 

Sanding. Furthermore, in correspondence with Mighty Earth, the reasoning that Wilmar provided for halting purchases from Samling is “lack of supporting documentation from 

to conduct regular monitoring on their group wide palm operation.” We therefore don’t know whether Wilmar will resume sourcing from Samling once the company prorides suffi 

Samling’s ongoing deforestation in its timber concessions.

Based on your company’s most recent publicly available mill list, Danone is sourcing palm oil originating from Samling.

The case with the most recent clearance, summarized in our Rapid Response report 24. involves large-scale deforestation within the group’s Marudi & Batu Belah concession in Sa 

indicates that between 2014 and 2018, there was a total of 4.b6o hectares of “tree cover loss with >75% tree canopy density” inside this concession. Based on Planet imagery analys 

403 ha of deforestation within the concession in 2019, a portion of which is pictured above.
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Between 2014-18, there was a total of 4,560 hectares of “tree cover loss with >75% tree canopy density”

(depicted in pink) inside the Marudi & Batu Belah concession in Sarawak, Malaysia.This concession is

Unit 04/16/2020 9:42:34 AM

Many traders have failed to address this egregious case of deforestation, providing the excuse that the deforestation is for the establishment of a timber plantation, not 

they can ignore it. Yet, all of these companies have adopted group-level No Deforestation policies that bind them to ensure that all their suppliers are free from deforestation acros 

Furthermore, Sanding has a notorious legacy of egregious human rights abuses. Therefore, buying from Sanding constitutes a serious violation of No Deforestation f 

policies.

Part 2. Mulia Sawit Group

The Mulia Sawit Group’s PT Persada Era Agio Kencana concession continues to be a deforestation hotspot. Most recently, as shown in our Rapid Response report 2.R. the comp 

hectares and prepared to clear another 974 between September 2019 and February 2020. Since Mulia Sawit’s deforestation was first highlighted by our Rapid Respc 

program in October 2018, we have identified at least 1,872 hectares of deforestation and at least 2,577 hectares of peatland clearance within the PT Persada Era A 

A new analysis by Chain Reaction Research found Mulia Sawit to be the third largest deforester within Indonesia, Sarawak, and Papua New Guinea in 2019.

While the majority of palm oil traders have suspended Mulia Sawit from their supply chains, data from public mill sourcing disclosures indicates that Itochu, KLK, am 

purchase palm oil either directly or indirectly from Mulia Sawit. We are urging these traders to suspend Mulia Sawit, given its continual, large-scale deforestation.

Based on your company’s most recent publicly available mill list, Danone is sourcing palm oil originating from Mulia Sawit.

We are requesting that you:

1. Disclose any supply chain connections your company has to either Sanding or Mulia Sawit, including identifying the traders and mills the palm oil is supplied from.

2. Require all your palm oil suppliers to exclude Sanding and Mulia Sawit from their supply chains.

3. Inform us of the status of Sanding and Mulia Sawit as a direct or indirect supplier in your company’s supply chain by April 24, 2020.

Please note that we are planning to publish these findings.

We also already published a blog that includes the above information and names Danone as sourcing from both Sanding and Mulia Sawit.

We are happy to speak further about Sanding and Mulia Sawit’s ongoing deforestation and the risks it may pose to your company. Thank you for your attention to these serious ca; 

Sincerely,

SARAH BRICKMAN I SENIOR ASSOCIATE I miahtvearth.ora 
T+1-941-726-5851 
sarah@miqhtveafth.orq 
Follow us: Facebook I Twitter

The work of Mighty Earth is supported by Waxman Strategies. Waxman Strategies’ work on forest conservation is funded in part by Aidenvironment. Waxman is required under 22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this material is 

distributed on behalf of the aforementioned organization, working under grant from the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation. Additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D. C.
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Wed 4/15/2020 5:48 PM

To: jean_luc_fischer@colpal.com <jean_luc_fischer@colpal.com>
Cc: ann_tracy@colpal.com <ann_tracy@colpal.com>; vance_merolla@colpal.com <vance_merolla@colpal.com>; ron_martin@colpal.com <ron_martin@colpal.com>

Dear Jean-Luc,

I hope that you are doing alright in the midst of the Covid-19 outbreak. It’s certainly a strange and scary time for many people around the world.

At Mighty Earth, we are keeping up our deforestation monitoring efforts, and I am writing to inform you about large-scale deforestation that remains linked to your supply chain.

As you may know, Mighty Earth’s Rapid Response Deforestation Monitoring program identifies on a monthly basis new cases of deforestation connected to palm oil, soy, and cattl 

webinar about the program here.1 We conduct supply chain analysis to identify market links with these cases and file grievances with buyers of groups engaged with deforestation 

stop the deforestation. Many of the cases that we have detected have been resolved through direct contact with global commodities traders. However, we are reaching out to you to 

persistent cases of deforestation that a number of palm oil traders are failing to adequately address, leaving your company exposed to deforestation in your supplj 

two egregious cases and ask that you, 1. act quickly to remove the first company group from your supply chain, and 2. ensure that your supply chain is free of any connection to the

Part l. Sanding Group

The Sanding Group is a Malaysian conglomerate that owns and operates oil palm plantations and timber concessions, in addition to other businesses. Since Samling’s defor« 

highlighted by our Rapid Response deforestation monitoring program in December 2018, we have identified at least 779 hectares of deforestation within 

concessions in Sarawak, Malaysia. These four concessions have been included in a total of 11 Rapid Response reports.

REPLY REQUESTED: Deforestation linked to major palm oil suppliers

Registration Unit 04/16/2020 9:42:34 AM

■mr it

Before (left) and after (right) images from early 2019 showing deforestation within Samling’s LPF 

0008/Marudi & Batu Belah concession in Sarawak, Malaysia. The red outline indicates the boundary of 

clearance. Sanding cleared 403 hectares of forest within this concession throughout 2019. (Imagery © 

2019 Planet Labs Inc.)

So far, five traders with No Deforestation, No Peat, No Exploitation (NDPE) policies — ADM, Bunge, Cargill, Louis Dreyfus, and Wilmar — have suspended Sanding from their sup 

data from public mill sourcing disclosures indicates that AAK, BLD, Fuji Oil, IOI, Itochu, KLK, and Sime Darby all continue to purchase palm oil either di. 

Sanding. Furthermore, in correspondence with Mighty Earth, the reasoning that Wilmar provided for halting purchases from Sanding is “lack of supporting documentation from 

to conduct regular monitoring on their group wide palm operation.” We therefore don’t know whether Wilmar will resume sourcing from Sanding once the company prorides suffi 

Sanding’s ongoing deforestation in its timber concessions.

Based on your company’s most recent publicly available mill list, Colgate-Palmolive is sourcing palm oil originating from Sanding.

The case with the most recent clearance, summarized in our Rapid Response report 2d. involves large-scale deforestation within the group’s Marudi & Batu Belah concession in Sa 

indicates that between 2014 and 2018, there was a total of 4.560 hectares of “tree cover loss with >75% tree canopy density” inside this concession. Based on Planet imagery anafy‘ 

403 ha of deforestation within the concession in 2019, a portion of which is pictured above.
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Between 2014-18, there was a total of 4,560 hectares of “tree cover loss with >75% tree canopy density”

(depicted in pink) inside the Marudi & Batu Belah concession in Sarawak, Malaysia.This concession is

Unit 04/16/2020 9:42:34 AM

Many traders have failed to address this egregious case of deforestation, providing the excuse that the deforestation is for the establishment of a timber plantation, not 

they can ignore it. Yet, all of these companies have adopted group-level No Deforestation policies that bind them to ensure that all their suppliers are free from deforestation acros 

Furthermore, Sanding has a notorious legacy of egregious human rights abuses. Therefore, buying from Sanding constitutes a serious violation of No Deforestation f 

policies.

Part 2. Mulia Sawit Group

The Mulia Sawit Group’s PT Persada Era Agio Kencana concession continues to be a deforestation hotspot. Most recently, as shown in our Rapid Response report 2.F,. the comp 

hectares and prepared to clear another 974 between September 2019 and February 2020. Since Mulia Sawit’s deforestation was first highlighted by our Rapid Respc 

program in October 2018, we have identified at least 1,872 hectares of deforestation and at least 2,577 hectares of peatland clearance within the PT Persada Era A 

A new analysis by Chain Reaction Research found Mulia Sawit to be the third largest deforester within Indonesia, Sarawak, and Papua New Guinea in 2019.

While the majority of palm oil traders have suspended Mulia Sawit from their supply chains, data from public mill sourcing disclosures indicates that Itochu, KLK, am 

purchase palm oil either directly or indirectly from Mulia Sawit. We are urging these traders to suspend Mulia Sawit, given its continual, large-scale deforestation.

Based on your company’s most recent publicly available mill list, Colgate-Palmolive is not sourcing palm oil originating from Mulia Sawit, but we would li 

information, as written below.

We are requesting that you:

1. Disclose any supply chain connections your company has to either Sanding or Mulia Sawit, including identifying the traders and mills the palm oil is supplied from.

2. Require all your palm oil suppliers to exclude Sanding and Mulia Sawit from their supply chains.

3. Inform us of the status of Sanding and Mulia Sawit as a direct or indirect supplier in your company’s supply chain by April 24, 2020.

Please note that we are planning to publish these findings.

We also already published a blog that includes the above information and names Colgate-Palmolive as sourcing from Sanding.

We are happy to speak further about Sanding and Midia Sawit’s ongoing deforestation and the risks it may pose to your company. Thank you for your attention to these serious ca: 

Sincerely,

SARAH BRICKMAN I SENIOR ASSOCIATE I miahtvearth.org 
T+1-941-726-5851 
sarah@miahtvearth.org 
Follow us: Facebook I Twitter

The work of Mighty Earth is supported by Waxman Strategies. Waxman Strategies’ work on forest conservation is funded in part by Aidenvironment. Waxman is required under 22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this material is 

distributed on behalf of the aforementioned organization, working under grant from the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation. Additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D. C.
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Re: Scheduling CGF strategy call
Received by NSD/FARA Registration Unit 04/16/2020 9:42:34 AM

Compliance <complrance@waxmanstrategies.corn>
Thu 4/16/2020 9:37 AM

To: Compliance <compliance@waxmanstrategies.com>

From: Lucia von Reusner <lucia@mightyearth.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9:04 AM
To: raverbeck@ran.org <raverbeck@ran.org>; cmatthews@ran.org <cmatthews@ran.org>; rjacobsen@eia-global.org <rjacobsen@eia- 
global.org>; druiz@greenpeace.org <druiz@greenpeace.org>; Fatah Sadaoui <fatah@sumofus.org>; matt.hamilton@oxfam.org 
<matt.hamilton@oxfam.org>; jconant@foe.org <jconant@foe.org>; Deborah Lapidus <Deborah@waxmanstrategies.com>; 
aditi.sen@oxfam.org <aditi.sen@oxfam.org>; gabby@ilrf.org <gabby@ilrf.org>; gmadan@foe.org <gmadan@foe.org>; esmeralda@ilrf.org 
<esmeralda@ilrf.org>; Kristin Urquiza <kristin@mightyearth.org>; Etelle Higonnet <etelle@mightyearth.org>
Subject: Re: Scheduling CGF strategy call

Hi All,

Following up on our call last week, it seems there was interest from several of our groups to collaborate around holding CGF and member 
companies accountable for implementing 2020 no-deforestation commitments over the next few months.

Some ideas that came up:
• Providing civil society input to the CGF/TFA Collective Action roadmaps (palm oil, soy, pulp paper, timber) - both as direct feedback but 

also as larger sign-on letter that is published
• Online organizing targeting CGF and key member companies throughout the summer leading into burn season - i.e. petitions, targeted 

ads, direct emails, phonebanking
o (Etelle had the idea of calling on agribusiness to implement 1 year moratorium on burning since haze exacerbates COV19 

respiratory ailments and could be good media hook)
• Pushing CGF/TFA to come out in support of regulations

Please fill out this doodle with your availability for a call next week to discuss next steps. Thanks all!

Best,
Lucia

MIGHTY

LUCIA VON REUSNERI 

Campaign Director 

T +1 (202) 899-2634 Ext 114 

C+l (845) 943-8898 

Washington, DC

Some of Mighty Earth’s work on forests is supported by Waxman Strategies which is funded by organizations including the European Federation for Transport and Environment, the 

Center for International Policy under grants from the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation. Additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, 

D.C.
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